
Mana pools
Mana Pools, Weave Wells, or Magic Eddies are a location in the world where raw magic collects
into a singular spot manifesting into the physical world as an orb or other spheroid shape. These
pools can appear just about anywhere from the deepest depths of the ocean to high above the
clouds. Magic users can tap into this pool of magic to easily create powerful magical items,
artifacts or to regain their spell slots. As such, the locations of these pools are closely guarded
secrets lest it fall into the wrong hands or drained completely by incompetent mages.

Effects of the pool
Each Mana pool will have a maximum number of charges with one charge being replenished at
the dawn of a set number of days ranging from just 30 to over 4,000. Generally, the larger the
Mana pool the longer it takes to regain lost charges. Magic users can expend charges from the
pool to regain their spell slots, or to enchant items but this will take some time. If the pool
reaches 0 charges, then there is a 10% chance the pool is destroyed and will dissipate.

Mana pool generation
When making a mana pool, roll a percentil die to determine the type of pool, then roll the
corresponding dice to determine the maximum number of charges this pool can have.

Recharge rate (1 per x days) Max charges Roll table

Every 30 days 2d4 + 2 1-5

Every 60 days 2d6 + 3 6-15

Every 240 days 2d8 + 5 16-35

Every 960 days 2d12 + 13 36-75

Every 4,800 days 2d20 + 21 76-95

Every 42,400 days 10d6 + 34 96-100

When a mana pool is active it tends to change the environment around it, leading to one or
more of the following:

● Weather changes drastically and suddenly within 1 mile of the pool. Rainbows and
northern lights can also be seen at odd times of the day within that mile

● Elementals begin to appear within 3 miles of the pool. Many tend to appear on the day
that the pool recharges

● Flail snails tend to migrate to and breed within 5 miles of a mana pool
● Odd rock formations begin to appear within 5 miles of the mana pool, taking fantastical

and unnatural shapes.
● Fauna starts to grow in size within 10 miles of the pool. If the pool has been there for

several centuries there could be trees that are dozens of stories tall with giant animals to
match



In addition, whenever a person casts a spell within 60 feet of a mana pool their spells do double
damage and targeted creatures get disadvantage on their saving throws.

Using the pool
To regain spell slots a magic user must take a short rest within 60 feet of the pool. To regain a
spell slot you must expend a number of charges from the pool equal to the slot level. In other
words, if you want to regain a level 3 spell slot you must expend 3 charges from the pool.

To enchant an item, the user must take 8 hours to inscribe enchantments on the items and bath
it in the pool for set periods of time. When enchanted in this way there is no extra cost to
enchanting the item besides the price of the item itself. The cost in charges is determined by the
rarity of the item.

Enchanting chart

Rarity Charges required

Common 1

Uncommon 3

Rare 5

Very Rare 8

Legendary 13

Enchanting artifacts
Enchanting an artifact is slightly different than enchanting normal items and requires far more
energy to create. When making the artifact it should have a core property that is decided by you
and the DM. It should be something powerful and unique, or perhaps following the theme of the
item being enchanted. If you are enchanting a holy symbol perhaps it should provide a
permanent boon related to the god its for or if its shield perhaps it allows you to absorb magic or
survive blows that would kill a man.
Artifacts cost 21 charges of a mana pool to create, receiving the one core property, as well as
one major beneficial property and 1d4 minor beneficial properties but there is a 10 percent
chance that there will be 1d4 detrimental properties added to the item. Consult the artifact roll
tables in the Dungeon Master’s Guide for determining properties. You can expend an extra
charge to add another 1d4 minor beneficial properties, but each time you do there is a 30
percent chance you also get 1d4 minor detrimental properties. If you spend an extra 3 charges
then you can add one major beneficial property.

Closing a Mana pool
Sometimes, in order to prevent the pool from getting into the wrong hands or to sabotage an
enemy a mage will close the pool, taking all the remaining magic for themselves. When closing



a pool, you must meditate 8 hours within 30 feet of the pool to drain and close it. Once it is
closed you gain all the remaining charges from the pool, and as a bonus action you can use
these charges to regain an expended spell slot following the rules under the Using the Pool
section. In addition if you reach 0 hit points you can expend a charge to go to 1 hit point instead.
You keep these charges for as long as you live, and can only lose them if you also permanently
lose your ability to cast spells. While you have charges, a person who casts detect magic can
see a bright aura surrounding you equal in intensity to how many charges you have.


